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Figure 1: Sample situations combining speech and deictic gestures while monitoring attendance’s attention. Left: face-to-face
"Put That There" task [11]. Right: robot instructing two students how to re-mount a jigsaw tool [2].

ABSTRACT
We advocate here challenges that elicit more intimate coordination
between verbal communication and performative gestures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Several initiatives have already been conducted to shorten the
bridge between robotics and speech technology: "HRI Face-to-Face:
Gaze and speech communication" workshop at HRI 2013, "Speech
& HRI" session at Interspeech 2017, VIHAR workshops (Vocal inter-
activity in-and-between Humans, Animals and Robots) 2016 [12]
& 2019 [21], SLIVAR Dagstuhl seminar in 2020 [1]. . .Despite that
computer science, automation and signal processing have other
intersecting hot spots (HRI, IROS, etc), the research communities
are still observing each other at distance, using off-the-shelves
innovations from both camps whenever available.

2 SPEECH TECHNOLOGY AND ROBOTICS
Speech recognition and synthesis are mainly used as front-ends
and back-ends of dialog systems, replacing textual i/o. In short,
speech and gesture are often viewed as commands that the ro-
bot can interpret and respond to [9, 24]. As rapidly as possible,
multimodal signals are converted into words, semantic frames, in-
tentions, emotional tags . . . and vice-versa in order to update the

state space of the artificial agent, embodied by a voice, a virtual
agent or a physical robot. Just like other automatic processing of
sensory information, the performance of current speech recogni-
tion is often strongly impaired in HRI due to wild environmental
conditions [16], sensor motion [15] and ego-noise, etc (see section
on “challenges on technologies and sensors for HRI” in the review
made by [23]). Conversely, co-verbal behaviours of robots are gen-
erally added with mark-up languages such as SSML to extend the
text input and trigger gestures. The SAIBA pipeline [5] enriched
with PML [19] typically chains perception, decision and action
processes that enrich associated representations of the system’s
state (i.e. PML, FML and BML) without considering fine-grained
coordination constraints between input and output multimodal
streams.

However few works (see below) have explored incremental dia-
log architectures that constantly monitor and potentially re-plan
interactive multimodal behaviors.

3 COORDINATING SELF AND OTHERS’
SPEECH AND GESTURES

Language and co-verbal gestures are widely accepted as an inte-
gral process of natural communication. Verbal communication is
thus multimodal per se. This is true for verbal output: facial expres-
sion, iconic or emblematic gestures as well as gaze determine the
addressee and may completely change the default meaning of an
assertion, turning it to sarcasm, doubt or contempt. Multimodal
patterns also include expectations: turn taking management elicits
multimodal spatiotemporal patterns that bound behaviours of all
parties [22].



Figure 2: Speech samples awaiting for a co-verbal deictic
’That’ gesture and desired attention from the partner to be
performed in Put That There: we first observe final syllabic
lengthening (blue), then pausing (red) and finally /um/ (yel-
low) . . . resulting in delays as long as 3s!

Multimodal recognition. Besides natural language, human com-
munication often involves other modalities such as gaze, facial
expression and hand gestures: deictic gestures often complement
verbal information with physical location, relative placement . . . .
Mapping multimodal utterances to semantic frames is still an open
issue [3] but multimodal processing tames recognition errors.

Multimodal generation. Several open-loop systems trigger self-
performed emblems, beat or deictic, metaphoric and iconic gesture.
They use key timestamps linked with lexical items of synthetic
speech, generated from text [7, 13] or pre-recorded speech [4].
Speech and gesture coordination is often performed asymmetrically
by adjusting gesture kinematics to meet speech appointments [6]:
such speech-driven coordination policy is rather difficult to set up
with robots whose dynamics is less flexible than virtual avatars.

Coordinating speech generation with attention. Few close-loop
systems have been attempting to incrementally coordinate speech
production with listeners’ visual focus of attention: the speech syn-
thesis can be delayed at the end of phrases according to attentional
demand. Such coordinative policy is complex: cognitive attention
does not always manifest as eye contact, pausing should not be
interpreted as floor releases . . . [25]. Turn-taking management is
such a cognitive ability that requires close-loop coordination of
self and others’ speech and gesture (both communicative and per-
formative): Skanze et al [20] show that human-like coordination
of speech, gaze and head movements in HRI facilitate real-time
coordination and seamless turn-taking behaviors.

Predicting behaviors. In the near future, we expect dialog sys-
tems to be equipped with modules that compute expectations, pre-
dict others’ behaviours and thus able to reconsider plans when
strong deviations between expected and observed behaviours are
experienced. Such modules have already been explored for diverse
sensorimotor tasks such as driving [10], walking [8] or for predict-
ing next activity [18]. Convolutional Neural Network front-ends
are well-suited to detect spatiotemporal patterns in the flow of
low-level perceptuomotor streams. Recurrent architectures (such as
attention layers) may complement such specialized detectors/filters
with context, including expectations.

4 WHICH CHALLENGES?
In order to promote the development of HRI architectures that en-
able incremental processing of speech and gestures of interlocu-
tors while on-line planning and generating the robot’s multimodal
behaviours, newHRI challenges should be designed, that favor
the cooperation between roboticists and specialists of multimodal
interaction. Although simulated HRI may help the development of
such incremental systems that constantly monitor sensorimotor
loops and bootstrap learning of behavioural models, there is noth-
ing like true task-oriented HRI situations with real users. The em-
blematic RoboCup (see https://www.robocup.org/) proposes such
a meeting between technologists and end-users. It has four senior
leagues: RoboCupSoccer, RoboCupRescue, RoboCup@Home and
RoboCupIndustrial. Most tasks involve navigation (including fol-
lowing/heading persons) as well as interaction with objects of the
environment (balls, valves, cans, knobs . . . ). Verbal interaction is of-
ten used to give or receive instructions and trigger action planning.
But why not set-up a task where performative and communicative
gestures are intricate and boost joint performance?

Sample challenges. The CRISSP team at GIPSA-Lab has mainly
studied short-term task-oriented HRI (see figure 1) that aims at
focusing on multimodal interaction while minimizing cognitive
load: the roles of the agents are pre-determined (the robot is often
instructing/coaching human partners), the task is rather simple.
The challenge is to coordinate joint multimodal behaviours in order
to have a smooth, seamless and efficient cooperation.

Evaluation and assessment. For task-oriented interaction scenar-
ios, the time-to-completion remains the most objective evaluation
criterion of efficiency. This is often complemented with posthoc
questionnaires regarding the quality of users’ experience, ratings
of third parties as well as objective performance measures (dura-
tion of phases, number of turns. . . ). These ratings are often biased
by striking events that disrupt users’ expectations, intentions and
beliefs. We think that systems’ assessment should benefit from
online evaluation frameworks helping system developers in iden-
tifying misalignments and failures. Within this perspective, we
proposed an online continuous assessment methodology [14] that
mirrors evaluation currently performed by RoboCup judges: we ask
third parties to review recorded interactions and to give a "yuck"
response each time they experience an inappropriate behaviour
from the robot. We showed that the "yuck" probability density func-
tion over time mirrors time-varying quality of conversational user
experience.

Towards complex situations. The canvas proposed here delib-
erately covers up the Copernican revolution of automatic dialog
management and state representation that such an incremental
framework fosters. Task-based social interaction should be backed
by planners [17] and dialog systems that provide context and reason
on the task and the situation. The design of fully incremental dialog
systems is of course a key issue for dealing with more complex
open-domain HRI.
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